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SCBWI-L.A.presents

Half-DayWriter’sWorkshop
with award winning author

ElaineMarieAlphin
“Worse for your
Characters...
Better for
your Plot”

Give your characters the conflict they deserve!
Elaine’s session will involve in-depth plotting and character
development. Attendees will shape their own characters in conflict.
Informative handouts will be supplied and Elaine’s books will be
available for sale on the day. Come ready to work in the Fireside
Room at the wonderful Calvary Christian School, Pacific Palisades.

Saturday, February 23, 2008
8:30 a.m.–3 p.m.
Calvary Christian School in Pacific Palisades
701 Palisades Drive, Pacific Palisades
SCBWI Member $50.00
Lunch included		
Directions: From Pacific Coast Hwy take Sunset Blvd. After the first stoplight,
turn left on Palisades Drive to the school. From the 405 Fwy, exit Sunset Blvd
and go toward the ocean. Turn right on Palisades Drive to the school. Meeting
room is closer to second parking lot.
For everyone’s maximum enjoyment we request that children not attend.
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Steve Mooser/Lin Oliver
For general info, membership, and other national
SCBWI business.
8271 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90048
323/782-1010, membership@scbwi.org

SCBWI-L.A. Regional News
Dear SCBWI-Los Angeles,
A new year can truly bring new inspirations and new fabulous happenings. The key is to
be open to them and to put yourself in the middle of events and activities. We have had
some phenomenal happenings in our L.A. region over the past few months.
Down The Rabbit Hole, our annual creative field trip for sort-of grown-ups was a sold-out
smashing success. The kill-your-inner-critic train boarded at Union Station, and turned
into the Creative Express as it whizzed towards Carpenteria. Think treasures, Scrabble
letters, secret meanings, and finally finding a kinder critic. As word grows on this, so do
our numbers, so make sure you look and book early in 2008. Next adventure, probably
May, might involve the high seas!
Then oh, the treat of our Working Writer’s Retreat! Victoria Rock, founder and editor
extraordinaire from Chronicle, wowed us with her information, her accessibility, and her
over-and-above participation to help everyone make their manuscripts the strongest
they could be. Jennifer Jaeger, an extremely passionate agent with Andrea Brown
Literary Agency, also nailed needy spots in manuscripts and gave much more than
anyone dreamed of receiving. They were both open, honest, and incredibly generous,
and we were thrilled to see so many writers and illustrators grow in their presence…
and the presence of the highly gifted attendees, who came from as far away as Utah and
Wisconsin! Next year’s dates are September 19-21.
Coming soon we’ll have Elaine Marie Alphin leading us in a hands-on workshop in how
to get our characters in big time trouble to deepen our plots. Check out the calendar at
www.scbwisocal.org for February 23rd.
Illustrator’s Day will be back this fall, so watch for details later in the year. We have a lot
of illustrator ideas bubbling, so make sure you keep checking in so you don’t miss
anything new.
While you’re on our website, browse for other events (we are a mighty tri-region),
connect with other writers and illustrators through Critique Connections, our listserv
or a local schmooze, check out the rest of this issue of Kite Tales, and find “stuff” to plop
yourself into. We and our MAGICAL volunteers are coming up with as much as you can
take! Stretch, grow, and have a most fabulous 2008.
Edie & Claudia

www.scbwi.org
Regional Advisor Chairperson:
Cheryl Zach
RA Chair Assistant:
Pat Wolfe
International Regional Advisor Chair:
Erzsi Deak
Illustrator Coordinator:
Priscilla Burris
E-mail: burrisdraw@sbcglobal.net
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Orange / Long Beach / Riverside /
San Bernardino Regional News
Greetings from Francesca & Q,
On Oct. 6, 2007, we held our 9th annual Editor’s Day at the fantastic Santa Ana Zoo.
Our guests were editors Mary Lee Donovan (Candlewick); Elizabeth Shonhorst
(Bloomsbury); from Piggy Toes Press, Editor Elizabeth Bewley and Art Director
Laurie Young; Jeremy Ross (Executive Director of Tokyopop and Bloomsbury
author); Carolyn Hennesy (Pandora Gets Jealous - Carolyn is an actress on General
Hospital). Our spotlight speakers were Jacqueline Levering Sullivan, author of
Annie’s War (Eerdmans 2007), and Marilyn Scott-Waters, illustrator of Vile Things
(Scholastic). Our talented contest winners were
Picture Book First Place: Once A Goblin by Ruth Adams
Picture Book Runner up: Numbers At Play by Jeanene Engelhardt
Middle Grade First Place: A Lovely Kind Of Hope by Sarah Wones Tomp
Middle Grade Runner up: Runaway Grace by Tracy Holczer
YA First Place: Split Ends by Lindsay Woolman
YA Runner Up: Lambie-Land by Tommy Kovac
Portfolio Award Winner: Carolyn Le
Congratulations to all of our winners and to everyone who participated!
You are invited to join us in the heart of Temecula’s Wine Country at the elegant
South Coast Winery Resort & Spa for our 8th Annual Spring Retreat on Mar. 28- 30,
2008. Picture yourself working on memorable characters and winning plots while
strolling along serene vineyard paths. Our guest editors are Stacy Cantor (Walker &
Company), Nancy Conescu (Little, Brown Books), and Melissa Manlove (Chronicle
Books). Our guest authors are New York Times best selling YA author Ellen Hopkins,
top teen paperback author Davida Wills Hurwin (her book, A Time For Dancing, is
being made into a movie), award winning picture book author Merrily Kutner, and
middle grade author Jacqueline Levering Sullivan. The retreat will be packed with
opportunities, critiques by editors, workshops, creative writing and lots of fun! This
event books up quickly. Visit scbwisocal.org for details on the Spring Retreat.
Here are a few nuggets for you to enjoy from Editor’s Day 2007:
Elizabeth Bewley - A novelty book is more than a lift the flap book. There needs to
be a unique reason for it.
Mary Lee Donovan – Don’t always follow the rules. Focus on what moves people.
Carolyn Hennesy - Believe in yourself enough that you can take on any editorial
challenge. It’s not personal.
Jeremy Ross - We look for persistence in an author and illustrator.
Elizabeth Schonhorst - Learn about characters through their actions rather than
passive description.
Marilyn Scott-Waters - Be willing to adapt your work.
Jacqueline Sullivan - You need to find the right home for your book with the right
person. What works for one editor may not work for another.
At least seven manuscripts from Editor’s Day were requested by our guest editors
this year and I was happy to hear that Marlene Perez’s new book, Love in the Corner
Pocket, came about from the connection she made at Editor’s Day 2006.
Congrats to all!
Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas
Regional Advisor, author of I Love You All Day Long, HarperCollins, a 2007 California
Readers Selection Book
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Ventura/Santa Barbara Regional News

Sharpen Your Pencils -- Workshops Ahead!

Saturday, March 1 - San Luis Obispo
10:00 a.m.–4:00 p.m. - $50.00

Sunday, March 9 – Camarillo
2:00 p.m. - FREE

“Architexture - A Multi-faceted Approach
In Building the World of Your Novel.”

“Talking About Picture Books”

Featuring Robin LaFevers

Featuring Jody Fickes Shapiro, Diane Greenseid,
Mary Goldberg, and Bev Bain

For registration information go to the calendar at:
www.scbwisocal.org

For registration information go to the calendar at:
www.scbwisocal.org

Saturday, April 26 - Santa Barbara
1:00 p.m.–4:30 p.m. - $40.00

Saturday, March 29 – Bakersfield
9:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m. - $50.00

“What Mother Goose Can Teach
Us About Poetry”
Featuring Ann Whitford Paul

Featuring Bruce Hale and
Andrea Welsh, Editor, Harcourt Children’s Books

For registration information go to the calendar at:
www.scbwisocal.org

For registration information go to the calendar at:
www.scbwisocal.org
Workshop graphics: Kathryn Hunley
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...VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA REGIONAL NEWS

Writers’ Day
Contest Winners

Photo by Joan Graham.

Picture Books
Most Promising:
Judith Janda Presnall for Reptile Skeletons
Special Mention:
Tina Nichols Coury for What Lincoln Saw
Special Mention:
Dianne White for Anabel’s Garden
Chapter Books No awards given.
Pictured (back row): Writing contest winners Gwen Dandridge, Rebecca LangstonGeorge, Dianne White, Barbara Schwartz, Judith Janda Presnall, Tina Nichols Coury,
Greg Trine, and Emily Jiang. Missing Kathryn Fitzmaurice.
(Front Row): Speakers Tim Gillner (Boyds Mills), Reka Simonsen (Henry Holt), Susan Patron
(Newbery Award-winning author), and Kendra Levin (Viking).

Ponderables From Writers’
Day ’07 Speakers
Susan Patron: How to be a Newbery? “Write the best
book you can.” Advice from her husband: “Don’t worry,
this year you are the Newbery, in a few months you will
be an Oldbery.”

Middle Grade
Most Promising:
Rebecca Langston-George for One Fine Voice
Special Mention:
Kathryn Fitzmaurice for Foodology
Special Mention:
Barbara Schwartz for Untitled
Young Adult
Most Promising:
Greg Trine for His Boy Elroy
Special Mention:
Gwen Dandridge for A Demonstration of Dragons
Special Mention:
Emily Jiang for Bagging Grace

Reka Simonsen: “What kind of emotional journey are
you taking the reader on?”
Photo by Colleen Janssen.

Kendra Levin: “Your story should engage me.”
Tim Gillner: “We’re a family business. We’re not like the
big guys in New York.”
Heather Tomlinson: Weaving meanings of “flight” to
describe her writing journey, she ended with a call for
community and the benefits of SCBWI.
Rene Colato Lainez: “What is your goal as a writer?
Create a vision and know your market.”
Barbara Jean Hicks: “Apply these three clarifying
questions: 1) What‘s your story about? 2) Why does it
matter? 3) What’s your reader’s takeaway?”
Denise Gruska: “The thing that makes you different is
also the thing that can make you great.”
Jay Asher (donning one white glove and dancing): “I’ve
always wanted to do this.”

Spotlight presenters Barbara Jean Hicks (far left)
and Heather Tomlinson (third from left) inspired
participants with their publication success stories. Other
local spotlighters included Rene Colato Lainez, Denise
Gruska and Jay Asher.
Over 200 participants enjoyed the wisdom (and laughs)
shared by V/SB SCBWI Writers’ Day ’07 speakers.
Critiques of manuscripts and portfolios were provided
by Tim Gillner, Reka Simonsen, and Kendra Levin as well
as Susan Pearson (Charlesbridge at-large), Jennifer Rees
(Scholastic), Ellen Jackson (Author), and Robin La Fevers
(Author).

-- Contributions from Yuki Yoshino
-- yoshino76@earthlink.net
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...VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA REGIONAL NEWS

Wordplay – The Hanna Way

BOOK TALKS Online

Here are some SCBWI-style versions of a wordplay contest
sponsored by the Washington Post.

Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group taking
place on the Ventura/Santa Barbara/San Luis Obispo/
Kern SCBWI listserv. Discussions begin on the first of
each month. Readers may join in anytime during the
month with comments or questions about the featured
book. Book Talk is open to all members of Southern
California SCBWI who are signed up for the regional
listserv. To become a member of the listserv, go to:
groups.yahoo.com/group/SCBWI-CCal/

Canthropomorphism: The inability of an author to
successfully attribute believable human-like traits to
animals or inanimate objects.
Allitteration: Littering the literary landscape with lots
of like-sounding lumps of language.
Pubbish: To publish rubbish.
Pubbishing House: A publishing company primarily
publishing rubbish.
Cerebrity Author: An intellectually superior
celebrity author.
Wejection Letter: A slightly smallish rejection letter or
a rejection letter signed by more than one editor
and/or agent.

February 1: Whittington, by Alan Armstrong,
illustrated by S.D. Schindler
March 1: Crank, by Ellen Hopkins
April 1: Wonderful Words,
selected by Lee Bennett Hopkins and
illustrated by Karen Barbour, and
Marvelous Math, selected by Lee Bennett
	Hopkins and illustrated by Karen Barbour

Manuscrapt: A manuscript that’s been recycled.

May 1: The Star of Kazan, by Eva Ibbotson,
illustrated by Kevin Hawkes

First Drift: An initial draft that goes nowhere or
meanders aimlessly.

-- Lynn Becker, Facilitator
-- lynnb@mac.com

Illustraitor: An artist whose drawings frequently cross
from one side (of a book spread) to the other.
Illustration by Kathryn Hunley

-- Dan Hanna
-- bluebellylizard@yahoo.com

JOIN
Our Region’s SCBWI CCAL-ONElist Listserv
www.onelist.com/subscribe/SCBWI-Ccal
for industry and member news
Questions? Contact Gwen Dandridge at
gwenhlt@yahoo.com
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writers’s Perspective

On Novel Titles

A casual compilation of random examples
by Caroline Hatton
Converting Kate by Beckie Weinheimer was accepted
for publication under the title, Through A Glass Darkly.
Says Beckie, “A well known mystery author, Donna Leon,
had a new novel coming out a bit earlier with the same
title. So we had to think up another title. My editor
dreamed up Converting Kate on the last day before
the deadline.” An Amazon book search for “converting
kate” finds only Beckie’s title. A search for “through a
glass darkly” finds more than two dozen titles including
those words, including at least 17 other books with that
title verbatim.

and they said I had to re-title the book. Their thinking
was this: kids older than 7th grade wouldn’t want to be
seen reading a book about 7th graders; and parents of
much younger kids (say 3rd-5th grade) might feel the
book was too old for their children. So I changed the
title to My Life as a Weirdo.”

Girl Coming In For A Landing by April Halprin
Wayland, a novel in poems, was originally titled
Poetry Is My Underwear until the last few months
of production. Says April, “The Knopf marketing
department felt that the word ‘poetry’ would alienate
teens. My friend, author Gennifer Choldenko, said I
should ADMIT that this was a girl book. (I had wanted to
attract boys, equally.) I realized she was right. I took the
word ‘girl’ and tried it in front of the title of each poem
in the book. The last poem of the book is called ‘Coming
In For A Landing’... and voila. Thank you, Gennifer!”

Stanford Wong Flunks Big-Time by Lisa Yee
Says Lisa, “Originally, Some Sort Of Hero. However, my
editors Arthur Levine and Cheryl Klein at Arthur A.
Levine Books/Scholastic asked for a title with the word
‘flunk’ in it. I submitted about twenty or thirty new titles
and for the longest time (and on my royalty statement)
it was The Flunking Of Stanford Wong. Eventually, Cheryl
Klein came up with the title that’s on the book cover.”

Kira-Kira by Cynthia Kadohata
Says Cynthia, “Kira-Kira was sold on a proposal under
the title, I Wish. At the time it didn’t even have the word
‘kira-kira’ in it. Not until after I finished the book did I
suggest the title Kira-Kira. My publisher hesitated at first
because of a concern that nobody would know how to
pronounce it. They ended up putting the pronunciation,
‘kee ra kee ra,’ on the jacket flap.”
Millicent Min, Girl Genius by Lisa Yee
Says Lisa, “Originally, The Literary Memoir Of Millicent
L. Kwan—only no one could even say it. It changed
to Millicent Kwan, Girl Genius, but people thought it
was the biography of ice skater Michelle Kwan. So it
changed to Millicent Wen, Girl Genius, even though I had
also proposed the name Millicent Min. The art director
thought Millicent Min looked better on the book cover,
so we changed it again!”
How Seventh-Grade Weirdo by Lee Wardlaw became My
Life as a Weirdo. Says Lee, “Seventh-Grade Weirdo was
first published by Scholastic in 1992. At the time, there
were a lot of books with grade levels in the title; kids
loved this, because they knew, immediately, if a book
was going to fit with who and where they were. After
the novel went out of print, however, I resold it to Troll,
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So Totally Emily Ebers by Lisa Yee
Says Lisa, “Originally Emily Ebers Explains Everything
but my editor, Arthur Levine, wanted a title that more
accurately reflected how Emily spoke and felt.”

Strange Relations by Sonia Levitin was first called
Paradise Summer. Says Sonia, “My editor wanted to
change it as it sounded too much like a summer
romance and was not enough to arouse reader
curiosity. After I thought of the new title, I went
back and put those words into the beginning of the
manuscript. In a couple of places, when Marne and her
parents refer to those ‘strange relations’ in Hawaii, her
mom suggests the word ‘relatives’ instead, and there is
some banter about that.”
Ten Lucky Things That Have Happened To Me Since
I Nearly Was Hit By Lightning by Mary Hershey
(Summer 2008) Says Mary, “Every single title I proposed
for my third book was rejected—at least twenty. I was
ready to jump off the roof! The illustrator actually came
up with the title, which I loved immediately, as it was
clearly in the main character’s voice.”
The One Where The Kid Nearly Jumps To His Death
And Lands In California by Mary Hershey
Says Mary, “I proposed two titles: Stump which was
rejected by Marketing, though my editor at Razorbill
liked it. The second title, The One Where The Kid Nearly
Jumps To His Death And Then He Meets A Girl, was
rejected in favor of the final title because marketing felt
that boys would be put off by the second title, thinking
the book was a love story. ;-)”

Winter 2008

...ON NOVEL TITLES

Some books published with the title under which they
were accepted:
Death Mountain by Sherry Shahan
Frozen Stiff by Sherry Shahan
The Higher Power Of Lucky by Susan Patron
Like A Maccabee by Barbara Bietz
My Big Sister Is So Bossy She Says You Can’t Read This
Book by Mary Hershey
Stop Pretending by Sonya Sones
101 Ways To Bug Your Parents by Lee Wardlaw
With many thanks to all the authors mentioned in this
article, for sharing.

Attention SCBWI-L.A.
Members!

Q

SCBWI-L.A. 4TH ANNUAL
SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST
We’ve got a grrrreat contest this year for our L.A.
ILLUSTRATOR members so get ready to fire up those
synapses.
Details about the 4th Annual Scholarship Contest will
be e-mailed or mailed out in mid-January.
The winner will receive FREE tuition to one SCBWI
conference of his or her choice, either the 2008 L.A.
Summer Conference or the 2009 N.Y. Winter Conference.
Be sure to check the website at www.scbwisocal.org for
details and updates. 1

Setting My Imagination Free
Dad
To

by Laura Lacámara
When I was in my twenties, starting out as an illustrator,
I came to my father for help countless times. “How do I
make the penguin look like he’s actually riding the surf
board?” I would ask him. My dad knew how to draw
anything, so I could always count on him.
“When a client asks if you can do a job, always say,
‘YES’!”, he would tell me, “then come to me and I will
help you.” Soon, I was illustrating alligators on bicycles,
whales eating ice cream, even the famous Stearns
Wharf dolphin fountain in Santa Barbara—all with my
father’s help. It had become routine for me to get an
assignment and immediately call my dad to help with
the initial sketches.
Although I was very grateful to my dad, I began to
worry that I was becoming so dependent on his
expertise that I wouldn’t be able to do the work on my
own. That’s when something life changing happened.
I remember the moment well. Dad was seated at his
drafting table in my parent’s garage studio in Woodland
Hills. As usual, he got out his tracing pad and pencils,
then I told him exactly what my client had requested. I
looked over his shoulder, seeing his pencil swirl around
making one loose sketch after another. His imagination
flowed. He explored any crazy, unpredictable idea that
came out of his mind onto the paper. He was coming
up with ideas I would never even have considered. He
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seemed to be veering too far from the client’s original
concept. “Wait, Dad,” I protested. “This isn’t what the
client said to do!”
“What does the client know? He isn’t the artist, you are!”
And that’s when it hit me: the client hired me for my
own unique approach. The client was looking to me for
answers! In that moment, I gave myself permission to
set my imagination free. And I realized, it wasn’t only my
father’s amazing drawing skills I had depended on, it
was also his willingness to take a risk and open his mind
to limitless possibilities.
After that day, with each new assignment, I asked for
less and less help from my dad. Instead, I drew on the
new found confidence that he inspired in me: to trust
my own instincts and artistic vision over all else.
My father knew firsthand the struggles of trying to
make it as an artist, and yet, he never discouraged my
choice. In fact, toward the end of his life he told me
many times how proud he was of me for working hard
and never giving up.
Growing up, I always heard my father say, “Work is the
most important thing in life.” Well, of course, that’s
because Dad loved his work! And thanks to his support
and his example, I have always pursued the artistic work
I love, as well.

Winter 2008

ILLUSTRATOR’s Perspective

Creating A Traditional Collage Illustration
by Jane Smith
Traditional collage illustrations are bas-relief sculptures
created from layers of paper, fabric, and anything and
everything else you can imagine. Traditional collage is a
romantic, forgiving medium that is easily customizable
to every artist. Here are six key elements to creating a
well-executed traditional collage illustration:
1) A Carefully Drawn Line Sketch
The artist’s roadmap to creating a collage is a carefully
drawn line sketch. The sketch outlines the shapes that
will compose the final artwork. This is important to note
because a collage’s nature is to be shape- rather than
line-oriented.

artists and that metallic, mirrored, and fluorescent
materials are not reproducible.
3) Sharp Cutting Tools
Only use very sharp X-acto® knives and scissors.
This is extremely important. Dull cutting tools will
result in ragged, unprofessional edges. Do not be shy
about changing X-acto® blades often and regularly
sharpening scissors.

... respect the copyrights
of other artists
4) Building In Layers, Gluing In Stages
Build a collage in layers the same way a painter builds
in layers by working from the background to the
foreground, from largest to smallest. The largest shapes
establish the background as well as the most dominant
elements. The smallest shapes establish fine details like
facial features.
Begin by tracing the shapes in the sketch, one by one,
onto tracing paper. Then use the tracings as templates
by laying them over the chosen collage materials and
cutting through both layers. The cutout pieces can be
moved around and tested against backgrounds and
other elements for contrast, color relationships, and
composition.

2) A Diverse Collection Of Collage Materials
This is essential! It is from this collection that the artist
will create his “palette” for the finalartwork.
A diverse collection of collage materials may contain a
vast combination of various objects, including anything
that inspires the artist even if he has no idea when he
might use it. For example, my own collection includes
fabric, lace, wooden cigar wrappers, abandoned doors,
ribbons, buttons, old colored envelopes, wallpaper,
magazine pages, handmade papers, and tissue papers.
A collection should also represent a wide variety of
tones (highlights, mid-tones, and shadows), thicknesses,
textures, brightnesses, colors, and patterns.
When developing your own collection, keep in mind
that it is important to respect the copyrights of other
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...CREATING A TRADITIONAL COLLAGE ILLUSTRATION

Begin gluing in stages as the collage elements come
together. For example, glue all the parts of a single
person together without gluing them to the background, and continue moving the pieces around and
testing visual relationships. Eventually the number of
collage pieces will decrease until all the pieces have
been glued down in layers from the background to the
foreground.

First, use a clear-drying glue stick instead of wet glue.
Wet glue is messy and hard to control. Glue sticks
require less clean up and cannot be accidentally spilled.

5) Special Attention to Cleanliness
Maintaining a clean illustration can be tricky; however,
following a few simple tips can prevent frustration and
ensure a clean presentation.

Third, use plain, clean paper cover sheets. Use one over
your sketch so the drawing material you created your
sketch with won’t transfer to your collage pieces. Use
one on top of collage pieces when you are gluing and
pressing them down onto the final artwork. Use one
beneath your collage pieces when applying glue to the
back surface.

Second, always keep a damp paper towel or cloth at
your side to clean excess glue off the exposed surface
of your artwork as well as excess glue off your hands.
Baby wipes also work well for this purpose.

Fourth, use a hard-leaded pencil when tracing shapes
from your sketch onto the tracing paper templates to
prevent lead from transferring to your collage pieces.
6) Fun, Fun, Fun!
Above all else have fun when creating a traditional
collage! There’s lots of joy to be had in discovering new
materials, repurposing found objects, and finding just
the right paper to help you realize that illustration in
your head!
— Jane Smith is a freelance Illustrator, Book Designer and
Writer. She is currently illustrating the pop-up book 5 Silly
Pumpkins for Piggy Toes Press. Visit www.superjane.com
to view more of her traditional collage illustrations.
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VOLUNTEER IN THE SPOTLIGHT

GAY TOLTL KINMAN and WORD COUNT
old juvenile delinquent. Afterward, she goes with them
to their home in Mirasol CA. In July, they enroll in a
summer class and solve an art theft. Next up is a ghostly
encounter. The woman next door has been murdered,
and seeks justice so she can rest in peace. That’s when
Lauren learns Andi is psychic. (107)

Photo: Brian and Lilly Loo Studios

The second book, mainstream middle reader, Gilly’s
Divorce, is three-quarters fiction, the rest nonfiction
(40,000).
Gilly, 11, is getting divorced, and not coping. The
nonfiction part is the paper she must write. “Write about
what you know,” the principal tells her. Gilly knows a
lot about surviving a divorce, so she tries to help other
kids. “You’re getting divorced,” she says, “but it’s not your
fault.” She gives advice on what she’s learned—the hard
way. (61)
Five hundred word limit for this article. That got me to
thinking about how word count influences a writer.
A “short” bio for a story is 100. How do you sum up your
life in 100 words?
Dr. Gay Toltl Kinman has eight award nominations for
her writing, including three Agatha Award nominations;
several short stories in American and English magazines
and anthologies; six children’s books; a YA gothic novel;
two adult mysteries; several short plays produced; over
one hundred and fifty articles in professional journals
and newspapers; co-edited two nonfiction books;
and writes three book review columns, including “The
Children’s Hour” for themed Mystery Reader’s Journal.
Two more children’s books have been accepted for
publication. Kinman has library and law degrees.
gaykinman.com (88)

My life as a Schmooze Advocate: A woman I knew from
The Huntington Library and Sisters in Crime (a mystery
writing organization) asked if I would be her back-up,
as she wanted to start a Schmooze. “Sure,” I said. A few
months later I was the Schmooze Coordinator for the
West San Gabriel Valley Writers, and she was taking a
dancing class. About two years later, Mary Ann
Dames, the Schmooze Advocate, wanted to move on
and put out a call for a replacement. I volunteered.
The Schmooze Coordinators are just the greatest! I feel
if we can help just one person get on the right road, not
spin wheels, or into the ditch, or veer off course—then
our efforts are worthwhile. We’ve already helped more
than one person—including ourselves.
I’d love to have more Schmoozes. It’s not hard, it’s fun, so
if you want to volunteer, contact me. (511) 2

One of the books to be pubbed is a middle reader, The
Adventures of Lauren Macphearson (40,000). A blurb for
an ad could only be 15 words.
Lauren, 9, with elective mutism, faces ghosts and solves
mysteries in four adventures. (15)
Flap copy, 100.
The Adventures… start in Scotland in April where
Lauren, 9, helps catch a few crooks. In June she flies to
Denver CO to meet aunt, uncle and cousin, Andi, also
9. They go to a Dude Ranch. Think bears, forest fires,
white water, cougars, biting horses, and a three-year-
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News From The Internet
by Narda Lacey Fargotstein

PUT A LITTLE SCIENCE IN YOUR STORY
Does your character need to defy gravity? Or maybe you want to show, not tell what gravity is? A great site for
explaining how stuff works is… science.howstuffworks.com/weightlessness.htm. For example, weightlessness is
more correctly referred to as microgravity. In the space shuttle, you are not really weightless, because the Earth’s
gravity is holding you and everything in the shuttle in orbit. You are actually in a state of free-fall, much like jumping
from an airplane, except that you are moving so fast horizontally (5 miles per second or 8 kilometers per second)
that, as you fall, you never touch the ground because the Earth curves away from you.
If you are looking for ground-breaking science, go to www.lbl.gov/wonder/ hosted by the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory at the University of California at Berkeley. Here you can learn how to catch and measure
subatomic ghosts or what dark energy accelerates the universe.
BrainCake is a program of the Girls, Math & Science Partnership, sponsored in part by the National Science
Foundation. The Parternship’s mission is to engage, educate, and embrace girls as architects of change, by helping
them succeed in math and science. www.braincake.org/parentteacher.aspx offers resources for adults to keep girls
interested in math and science… or perhaps for children’s writers to optimize their influence.
For an entertaining way to comb the world for ideas, you can peek into lots of museums from your desk, at
vlmp.museophile.org/usa.html, which lists over 1, 519 museum sites. Take a voyage down the Amazon, the most
biologically diverse river in the world, at the Academy of Natural Science in Philadelphia at www.ansp.org/amazon/
index.php” . View highlights of their current exhibit on the Amazon’s Vicious Fishes and Other Riches, such as Captain
Moacir’s seven perils. All right, I will spare you the suspense if you are not at your computer. The seven perils are the
electric eel, freshwater sting ray, black caiman, anaconda, piranha, piraiba, and candiru.
I can already feel a slimy, perilous story coming on.
Narda Lacey Fargotstein is working on making the leap from nonfiction to children’s books. She is author of The Whole
Computer Catalog and Articles on Women Writers, Vol I and II. Her article on the Dodo bird in Alice in Wonderland
was recently cited in The More Annotated Alice. Narda
is always looking for new websites and suggestions for
future columns. E-mail pfargot@verizon.net.
We do our best to provide current information, but we
do not guarantee its accuracy. The fact that information
is provided at SCBWI websites or in Kite Tales in no way
implies endorsement by SCBWI or SCBWI-L.A.

Got A New Book
Coming Out?
Tell your publisher’s publicity person which state awards
it’s eligible for. Go to the Central Los Angeles Public Library
(LAPL) downtown, to the Children’s Literature Department,
ask the librarian to help you pull up Awards and Prizes
from the Children’s Book Council, and check out all the
state awards. LAPL will maintain the subscription only if it’s
used. It’s the only resource of its kind. To look up each state
award individually, you would have to know the name
of the award or sponsoring agency. (Verified by Caroline
Hatton 10/07)
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Sue Alexander Service &
Encouragement Award

Nominations are being accepted for the 2007 SASE Award,
which will be presented at the 2008 SCBWI-Los Angeles Writer’s Day. Nominees must be SCBWI-Los Angeles
members. Anyone may submit a name for consideration.
Please explain how the member has given service and
encouragement or what contributions have been made to
children’s books.
Previous winners are Sue Alexander, Mary Ann Dames,
Anita McLaughlin, Marilyn Morton, Joanne Rocklin, Patsy
Ann Taylor, Julie Williams, Mike Carter, Sandra Arnold,
Sherrill Kushner, Lisze Bechtold, Caroline Hatton, Stephanie
Gwyn Brown, Mary Peterson and last year’s recipient,
Joan Charles.
Send nominations by Feb. 2, 2008 to SCBWI-L.A.,
P.O. Box 1728, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272.
Please write “SASE” on the front of the envelope.
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TO MARKET TO MARKET
Edited by Vicki Arkoff

Books

AUGUST HOUSE LITTLE FOLK:
3500 Piedmont Road NE, Suite 310, Atlanta, GA 30305.
Publisher of world folktales, and the art and uses
of storytelling is accepting proposals and editorial
inquiries by mail. Editors seek single-story picture books
featuring traditional folktales. No original stories written
in fable or fairytale style. They are also interested in
books pertaining to folklore, folktales, and the art and
application of storytelling, including story collections,
for the general trade line. Proposals for storytelling
projects may be accompanied by audiocassettes,
though the material will be judged first and foremost
as literature rather than listening material. For multichapter or multi-story books, send a query letter or
proposal with sample chapters (at least 40 pages)
rather than a complete manuscript. Proposals should
be accompanied by a descriptive outline or table of
contents. Indicate whether or not your manuscript is
currently complete, along with some estimate of a final
manuscript page or word count and future completion
date. TIP: “For folktale collections, we are particularly
interested in how stories are sourced, whether your
sources are literary or oral. Please be sure your sample
tales include annotations about the story, it sources
and variants.” Accepts simultaneous submissions. Pays
royalties. Freelance illustrators may submit portfolio
samples c/o Art Director by mail. E-mail attachments
will not be opened but you may send an e-mail
containing a link or URL to a website showing your
work: send to ahinfo@augusthouse.com with “Attn: Art
Director” in the subject line. (P: 10/07)
BLOOMSBURY CHILDREN’S BOOKS USA:
104 Fifth Avenue, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10011.
Best recognized as the original publisher of “Harry
Potter,” Bloomsbury’s US division has narrowly opened
the transom for unagented queries and submissions
of picture books, chapter books, easy readers, middle
grade and YA novels, fiction, fantasy and some
nonfiction. Editors are currently only accepting picture
book manuscripts, queries for longer works (both
fiction and nonfiction), and illustration samples for
art assignments. No multiple submissions, no e-mail
or CD-ROM submissions, no SASE, and no reply unless
interested. (P: 10/07)
BOXING DAY BOOKS:
535 South First Street, Princeton, IL 61356.
This new publishing house is being launched by Paula
Morrow, who was an editor with Cricket Magazine
Group for 15 years, most recently as an executive editor,
and also edited books for Cricket Books, two divisions
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of Carus Publishing. Her partner is Ron McCutchan, who
was senior art director at Cricket for 18 years. Morrow
intends to publish both children’s and adult titles:
“whatever strikes our fancy.” Boxing Day’s first release
will be Barbara Seuling’s Say It with Music, a biography
of singer Jane Froman, who was popular in the 1930s–
50s. TIP: Wait and watch the website for submission
news. “We are launching very slowly and carefully, with
an eye for eclectic books that are exceptionally wellwritten,” says Morrow. “I’m drawn to subjects that may
seem unlikely at first glance, but prove to be fascinating
when you give them a chance.” (P: 10/07)
GIBBS SMITH:
P.O. Box 667, Layton, UT 84041.
The children’s book editor at this “stylish, smart,
and original” trade publishing company, is open to
nonfiction picture book submissions under 1,000
words with particular interest in western themes and
backdrops. TIP: Cowboy and ranch topics are of special
interest. Also accepting activity book submissions—
especially about outdoor activities—of less than 15,000
words. No fiction or poetry. No e-mail submissions.
Replies by SASE in approximately two months. (P: 10/07)
G.P. PUTNAM:
345 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014.
This mass publishing division of Penguin Young
Readers Group is currently accepting unsolicited
picture book manuscripts and proposals for novels and
easy-to-reads. Send entire picture book manuscripts.
For longer works, include a query letter, synopsis with
full plot, and a maximum of 10 pages from the opening
chapters of the manuscript. Publishes 45 hardcover
titles annually. (P: 10/07)
NORTHWOOD BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS:
11571 K-Tel Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343.
This imprint of T&N Children’s Publishing focuses on
books about animals, nature, and outdoor themes.
Formats include trade board books, picture books,
and nonfiction series in interactive and fun-to-read
formats. Editors currently seek nonfiction (especially
series proposals), with natural history, animal, nature
and environmental themes for PreK-6. Also: crafts,
gardening, cooking, building projects and outdoor
sports. In fiction, editors seek picture books that deal
with nature themes in unique and fun ways only.
Illustrators are encouraged to mail samples. Address all
correspondence to: Submissions Editor. (P: 10/07)
RAZORBILL:
345 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014. This young
adult imprint of Penguin Young Readers Group is
currently accepting unsolicited middle grade and YA
novel-sample chapter proposals. Submit a cover letter,
synopsis, credits and a maximum of 30 pages. (P: 10/07)
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SYLVAN DELL PUBLISHING:
976 Houston Northcutt Blvd., Suite 3, Mt. Pleasant, SC
29464. Publisher of picture books for PreK-elementary
students that entertain and inform, is accepting
unsolicited manuscripts and art samples. Manuscripts
must meet four criteria: Fun to read (fiction with
nonfiction facts), subjects of national or regional
interest, topically ties in to early elementary school
curriculum, and is marketable through a niche market
such as zoo or museum gift shop. “Our science and
math learning objectives are there for the taking but
the child’s reading pleasure is primary,” says editor
Donna German. TIP: Study published samples to see
how to include a 3-5 page “For Creative Minds” section
that reinforces the book’s educational component.
Do not submit stories about pets, new babies, local or
state-specific subjects, magic, ABCs, series, holidays, or
YA books. Submit via e-mail only to: DonnaGerman@
SylvanDellPublishing.com. All other submissions will
be discarded. Illustrators are invited to send an e-mail
with a website link to show your art portfolio, and
“illustration submission” in the subject line. TIP: “We are
generally looking for realistic-style—not cartoon—
illustrations for children.” Publishes10 books per year.
Acknowledges manuscript receipt within two weeks,
and responds within four months. (P: 10/07)
TWO-CAN BOOKS:
11571 K-Tel Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343.
Two-Can Publishing aims to entertain and entertain
kids from birth through age12. From science and
history to arts and crafts, Two-Can seeks only new
approaches to new nonfiction topics. The concepts for
most titles are developed in-house and executed by
book packager. “However, we are always on the lookout
for new book and series ideas that represent a new
approach to an old topic—or a new approach to a new
topic.” TIP: Editors look for colorful language, humor,
innovation and creativity to convey solid facts. (P: 10/07)
VICTORY PRODUCTIONS:
55 Linden Street, Worcester, MA 01609.
Victory is a contractor specializing in graphic art
creation for educational books. They currently seek
illustrators and graphic designers interested in
subcontracting for projects to be published with
various recognized imprints. Contact Maro Asadoorian,
administrative assistant, at maro.asadoorian@
victoryprd.com for specific project requirements and
payment questions. (P: 10/07)

Magazines
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC KIDS:
1145 17th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20036. The children’s
spin-off of the treasured “National Geographic”
magazine provides engaging and concise stories about
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the world, punctuated with high-quality photos and
graphics. Senior editor Robin Terry seeks freelance
submissions using kids’ interests as hooks to teach
geography, science, or culture in fun and topical ways.
TIP: Query first, and create multiple entry points into
article submissions, including sidebars or sidebar ideas.
Pays upon publication and provides multiple copies of
published work. (CW: 11/06)
NATURE FRIEND:
4253 Woodcock Lane, Dayton, VA 22821. This religious
magazine for ages 6-12 explores nature strictly from
a fundamentalist Christian viewpoint. Editor Kevin
Shank prefers to see manuscript submissions rather
than queries, and is interested in any topic dealing with
wild nature as long as it supports the Genesis account
of creation. TIP: This is not the place for scientific fact
or intellectual discussion. “Any hint of evolution will be
immediately rejected.” Nature Friend pays nothing for
published submissions (except for one copy of the issue
where the writing appears) and charges contributors $4
per extra copy. (CW: 12/06)

Agents
BOOKS & SUCH LITERARY AGENCY
Books & Such has hired Etta Wilson as an agent
specializing in representing young adult and children’s
books for both the general and the Christian markets.
(PL: 8/07)
CURTIS BROWN AGENCY
Ginger Clark has been promoted to represent the
agency’s children’s book list in the United Kingdom, in
addition to her own established list of authors. (PL: 9/07)
FINEPRINT LITERARY MANAGEMENT
The Peter Rubie Literary Agency and Imprint Agency
have merged to create FinePrint Literary Management.
A couple of the firm’s eight full agents say they’re
interested in books for young adults. Submission
guidelines at website. (PL: 10/07)
FOUNDRY LITERARY + MEDIA
Kristina Schulz has joined as an agent, specializing
in children’s publishing. She was at Global Literary
Management. Also joining Foundry as new agents are
Chris Park—who was a senior editor at the Center
Street and Warner Faith—and Stephanie Abou, who
will also serve as director of foreign rights. (PL: 10/07)
SUSAN RABINER LITERARY AGENCY
Holly Bemiss has joined as an agent focusing on young
authors, narrative nonfiction, and graphic novels. She
was assistant director of publicity at Houghton Mifflin,
and earlier in her career she was a manager at
San Francisco’s A Different Light bookstore. (PL: 9/07)
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WESTWOOD CREATIVE ARTISTS
Hilary McMahon has been made a VP and shareholder
after 12 years with the agency. Her clients include Eric
Hill, creator of the bestselling Spot series. (PL: 10/07)

Changes
ABRAMS/AMULET: Deborah Aaronson has been
promoted as editorial director, reporting to publisher
Steve Tager, after almost eight years at the company.
Amalia Ellison, formerly at Delacorte, has joined as
Assistant Editor, and Michelle Ishay has left Hyperion
to join as art director. (PW: 8/07 PL: 9/07)
CHILDREN’S BOOK PRESS: The company has a new
address: 965 Mission Street, Ste. 425, San Francisco, CA
94103. (P: 10/07)
CHRONICLE BOOKS: Four new hires. At Chronicle’s
children’s division, Julie Romeis has been hired as
editor, managing a list of titles including middle
grade and young adult fiction. She was an editor at
Bloomsbury, and is relocating to San Francisco. Amelia
Anderson is now a designer; she was most recently
with Henry Holt Books for Young Readers. Kristine
Brogno has rejoined Chronicle Books as children’s
design director, the same post she held for seven years
before leaving in 2004 to go freelance. She replaces Sara
Gillingham. Amy Achaibou has also rejoined Chronicle
as designer; she had been with the company’s gift
group. (PW: 8/07, 9/07)
DISNEY PUBLISHING: The worldwide headquarters are
moving from 114 Fifth Ave. in New York City 25 miles
north to new offices in White Plains, NY. The company
is moving approximately 175 employees. The only
company employees not moving to White Plains are 25
editors in the Disney Press, Hyperion Books for Children,
and Disney Editions imprints, who will remain in their
current location. Angus Killick, head of school and
library marketing, is also remaining in Manhattan. With
space freed up at the Fifth Ave. location, the Hyperion
adult publishing group run by Bob Miller will return to
its former home early next year. (PW: 10/07)
HARPER COLLINS: Brenda Bowen’s new imprint now
has a name: Bowen Press. She recently left Disney Press.
(PL: 10/07)
HOLIDAY HOUSE: Regina Griffin, VP and Editor-in-Chief,
has left the company. Mary Cash, formerly VP and
Executive Editor, succeeds her. Cash has been at Holiday
House since 1996, and was previously Editorial Director
of hardcover books at Bantam Doubleday Dell.
(PW: 9/07 PL: 10/07)
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HOLTZBRINCK / MACMILLAN: Holtzbrinck is officially
changing the name of their US trade publishing
unit to Macmillan, adopting the name that the
company already uses in the UK and Spain. Their
Audio Renaissance unit is also changing its name, to
Macmillan Audio. They say that the name change brings
a unified worldwide presence to one of the premier
publishing groups in the world. (PL: 10/07)
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN: Walter Lorraine, who has spent
his entire 55 year career in children’s publishing at
Houghton Mifflin, will retire at the end of the year. In his
honor, the publisher has established the Walter Lorraine
Children’s Book Collection at the Rhode Island School
of Design, to support the annual purchase of children’s
books. (PL: 10/07)
KINGFISHER: Houghton Mifflin has sold Kingfisher
to Pan Macmillan (UK). In the U.S., Roaring Brook
Press publisher Simon Boughton will run the line
for Holtzbrinck, and in the UK, it will be under the
Macmillan Children’s banner, under managing director
Emma Hopkin. Kingfisher was originally integrated into
Houghton Mifflin in 2002 during the break-up of what
was Vivendi Universal Publishing. In the first year after
being integrated, Houghton had reported annual sales
for Kingfisher of $17.6 million. (PL: 9/07)
LEE & LOW: Emily Hazel has joined the company as
editorial assistant. She was previously assistant to
George Nicholson at Sterling Lord Literistic. Miriam
Newman has joined as marketing/publicity assistant.
(PW: 9/07)
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: The company has created a
new global media group, comprising magazine, book
publishing, television, film, music, radio, digital media
and maps. CEO of National Geographic Ventures Tim
Kelly adds the new title of president, Global Media. The
global media “leadership team” includes NGS Executive
VP and President of book publishing Nina Hoffman.
(PL: 10/07)
NORTHLAND PUBLISHING: Cooper Square has acquired
the assets of Northland Publishing, the joint venture
of the Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group and a
private equity firm head-quartered in Flagstaff, Ariz.
The acquisition involved about 150 titles and included
Northland’s Rising Moon and Luna Rising children’s
imprints. National Book Network, a sister company of
R&L, will take over distribution of Northland titles as
part of the acquisition. Northland’s 15-person staff was
laid off in Flagstaff, Cooper Square’s acquisition policy is
to buy backlist and then, if people within the acquired
company wish to continue publishing, broker a
licensing deal to publish new titles together. (PW: 8/07)
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PENGUIN CANADA: Nicole Winstanley has been
promoted to Executive Editor, responsible for all fiction
publishing as well as children’s, travel, and crime books.
Helen Reeves is being promoted to senior editor.
Among other promotions there, Lisa Rundle will
become rights and contracts director. (PL: 9/07)
POCKET BOOKS / SIMON SPOTLIGHT: Simon & Schuster
is moving the Simon Spotlight Entertainment imprint
from the children’s division over to Pocket Books.
Jen Bergstrom stays with the unit as publisher, now
reporting to Pocket publisher Louise Burke. The Simon
Pulse imprint, which had also been under Bergstrom’s
direction, will remain in the children’s division, with
associate publisher Bethany Buck now reporting to
Rick Richter. (PL: 9/07)
RANDOM HOUSE: Children’s lit agent Christine Earle is
leaving ICM to take a position as Executive Story Editor
at Random House Films. (P: 11/07)
ROARING BROOK PRESS: Nancy Mercado will join as
executive editor at the beginning of December. She was
formerly senior editor at Dial Books for Young Readers.
(PW: 10/07)
SCHOLASTIC: Lisa Holton, who took over for Barbara
Marcus as head of Scholastic’s trade and book fair units
in May 2005, is leaving the company to form her own
new media venture. Ellie Berger, publisher of the trade
group, has been promoted to president of the unit,
while Alan Boyko, president of book fairs, will report to
Scholastic chairman Dick Robinson who says “Ellie will
lead us to a strong expansion of our trade publishing
program.” Berger has been at Scholastic since 1985. Ann
Forstenzer has joined the company as director, crosschannel, “executing the strategic direction of core trade
initiatives across all domestic book group channels
as well as Scholastic’s international companies.” Most
recently she was at Learning Resources. Chris Stengel
has been hired as associate art director, hardcover (he
was at Harper Children’s) and AnnMarie Harris has
been promoted to senior editor, licensed publishing.
(PW: 10/07, PL: 11/07)
SIMON & SCHUSTER: At Little Simon’s art department
Aviva Shur is now Senior Designer, Laura Reddick
is Junior Designer, and Associate Art Director Leyah
Jensen has arrived from Scholastic. Giuseppe
Castellano has been promoted to Art Director for
Simon Spotlight. Julia Maguire has been named
editorial assistant. Lisa Rao has joined Simon Scribbles
as associate editor after working for the imprint as a
freelance editor. (PW: 8/07, 9/07. PL: 10/07)
We do our best to provide current market information,
but we do not guarantee its accuracy. Please verify
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needs, names, addresses, etc. before submitting and
follow the publisher’s guidelines. Never send original
art. It has long been traditional to include a SASE,
however please note that many major publishers
have changed their policy: most no longer return
manuscripts or contact authors/illustrators unless
interested in their submissions. Abbreviations: CW:
Children’s Writer. P: publisher. PL: Publishers Lunch. PW:
Publishers Weekly.
Vicki Arkoff is one of MAD and MAD Kids magazines’
“usual gang of idiots;” entertainment editor for Sweet
16; Sr. Reviewer for Midwest Book Review; and a
regular contributor for Nickelodeon, Bop, GirlsLife.com,
HowStuffWorks.com and others. She is also an authorized
biographer/co-writer for such ’tween & teen stars as Drake
Bell, The Cheetah Girls, Kelly Clarkson, Miley Cyrus, Hilary
Duff, JoJo, Jesse McCartney, Hayden Panettiere, Emma
Roberts, Carrie Underwood, and the “High School Musical”
cast. Her manuscripts have won two SCBWI-L.A. “Best
Nonfiction” awards, and her books include the Sinatra
bestseller (DK/Penguin), and Orange County Choppers:
Dynamic Designs (Modern/Discovery Channel).
varkoff@yahoo.com.

Toot Your Horn!
Kite Tales lists new books written or illustrated
by members, twice a year, especially for the
benefit of booksellers and librarians. Deadline
for books on Fall/Winter lists: August 15; for
books on Spring/Summer lists: February 15.
Please e-mail the following info to Bonnie
Ferron at bonnieferron@earthlink.net
• Title by Author Illustrator (Ill)
• ages ? and up
• Genre (for ex. Picture Book)
• Publisher
• Author or book website
• Author is/is not an SCBWI member
• Illustrator is/is not an SCBWI member
If you don’t have Internet access,
mail the info to:
Kite Tales c/o SCBWI, P.O. Box 4190, West Hills,
CA 91308
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Bulletin Board
Gems from scbwi.org
The purpose of this feature is to help SCBWI members
remember the free SCBWI publications, which are
packed with professional info and often contain
answers to common, burning questions. We’ll highlight
one or more publications in each issue of Kite Tales.
At the recent SCBWI-Ventura/Santa Barbara Writer’s Day,
Regional Advisor and Organizer Alexis O’Neill advised
attendees to boost their chances of publication by
formatting manuscripts professionally for submission.
FREE detailed manuscript formatting guidelines are
available to members and non-members at scbwi.org.
Click on Publications, then on SCBWI Publications.
Click on:
FROM KEYBOARD TO PRINTED PAGE:
FACTS YOU NEED TO KNOW

Classes
UCLA EXTENSION: (310) 825-9971 (Writer’s Program)
k Quick-Start Your Career in Children’s Fiction,
Alexis O’Neill,
Sat., Jan. 19, 9:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
k Writing High-Interest Nonfiction for the
School Age Child,
Caroline Arnold,
	Thurs., Jan. 17-Feb. 7, 7-10 p.m.
k Writing Picture Books for Children,
April Halprin Wayland,
	Tues., Jan. 22-Mar. 6, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

	Updated: 2006
4 pages
	Headers:

k Writing for Sequential Art: Comics, Manga,

k The form of a manuscript (formatting guidelines, e.g.,
margin size, title position)
k Number of pages (approximate range of manuscript
pages suitable for 12 genres, e.g., Easy reader book,
10-20 pages, and examples of published books)
k Submitting the manuscript (how to decide where to
submit, and how to submit)

and Graphic Novels,
Nunzio DeFilippis,
	Thurs., Jan. 17- Mar. 20, 7-10 p.m.
ART CENTER COLLEGE OF DESIGN
NIGHT PROGRAM: (626) 396-2319
k Children’s Book Illustration,
Marla Frazee,
	Thurs., Thurs., Jan. 17-Apr. 17, 7-10 p.m.
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, NORTHRIDGE:
(818) 677-CSUN

k Query letters (when, what, how)
k Responding to editorial notes/letters (etiquette)
k Agents (not necessary in order to get published some things you should know)
k Subsidy publishers (or vanity publishers – reasons
to avoid them)
k Magazines (differences from book publishing)

OTIS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN EVENING
COLLEGE: (310) 665-6850

Schmoozes See scbwisocal.org for up-to-date info.

Save these dates!
Feb. 23, 2008............. Half-Day Writer’s Workshop

Great News

Apr. 12, 2008..................... Writer’s Day

“Patty’s Plight” by Judith I. Jefferies was published
in the Los Angeles Times, The Kids’ Reading Room
in October 2007. It’s about a girl who uses her own
resourcefulness to salvage her birthday party, which
started out as a disaster. It is Judith’s 8th story in The
Kids’ Reading Room.

Kite Tales

Kite Tales readership growing! The Winter 2006 issue,
which was the last one before we began posting Kite
Tales online, was mailed to 400 and some subscribers.
In comparison, the online Spring 2007 issue of Kite Tales
got 5807 hits in the first five months after it was posted.
This includes returning visitors and accidental visitors.
Yet it’s safe to assume that Kite Tales reaches lots more
people now that it’s free online!
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May 25, 2008.................... Down The Rabbit Hole Field Trip
June 21, 2008................... Critiquenic
Sept. 19-21, 2008............ Working Writer’s Retreat
Sept. 11-13, 2009............ Working Writer’s Retreat

Winter 2008

Free!

Make Joining CRITIQUE CONNECTIONS ONLINE
Your Number One Resolution For 2008

It’s time to dig your manuscript out from under the bed and polish it by joining or starting a critique group. It’s a
great way to keep you motivated, on track, and ready to send out your manuscript. Some current members are
listed below and more are available on the ever-changing searchable database. You will also find links to articles on
critiquing, how to start and run a critique group, creating an illustrator’s portfolio, and more.
To receive an invitation to join this group or if you have questions, contact Mary Ann Dames, Critique Connections
Online Coordinator, at critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. If you do not have e-mail, leave your name, telephone number,
and a brief message for “Mary Ann regarding Critique Connections” at (310) 573-7318.
Name

Location

Join/Start

Online or Face-to-Face

Genres

AUTHORS
Alan Williams.........................Foothill Ranch..............Join................... Face-to-Face.............................MG
Orange County
Allison.......................................Sherman Oaks..............Join................... Face-to-Face.............................YA
Allyson Gonzalez . ...............Los Angeles...................Join................... Face-to-Face.............................PB, EZ reader
Anjali Amit..............................Chatsworth...................Join................... Face-to-Face.............................PB, Young reader, Nonfiction
Barry Ashley...........................Century City..................Join/Start....... Online or Face-to-Face.........PB, EZ Readers, YA
Beverly Parra..........................Walnut.............................Join................... Online.........................................Historical Fiction, Mystery
Catherine Templeton..........Pomona..........................Join................... Face-to-face preferred..........YA
Fran Sutton-Williams..........Palms area.....................Join................... Face-to-face..............................YA, Fiction
Genie Huntemann...............Claremont......................Start or Join... Face-to-Face.............................MG, YA
Mt. Baldy
Jean Reagan...........................Claremont......................Join................... Online or Face-to-face..........PB, Early Reader, MG articles
Judith Presnall.......................Tarzana...........................Join................... Face-to-Face.............................Nonfiction
Julie Sanchez.........................Stevenson Ranch........Start/Join....... Online or Face-to-Face.........PB
Marie Cruz...............................West Covina..................Join................... Face-to-Face.............................MG
Mary Strong...........................Santa Monica................Join................... Face-to-Face.............................Ages 1 to 5
Rick Eden.................................Los Angeles...................Join................... Online or Face-to-Face.........MG, YA
Stuart Noah............................Los Angeles...................Join................... Face-to-Face.............................Family Reading
AUTHOR/ILLUSTRATOR
Karyn Raz.................................Santa Monica................Start/Join....... Online or Face-to-face..........PB
Linda Everhart.......................Van Nuys........................Join................... Online or Face-to-face..........PB, Early Reader
Suzanne Gibson....................El Camino Village........Join/Start....... On-line or Face-to-Face........PB
(near LAX)

Kite Tales
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School Visits: Planting Seeds
By Anjali Amit
You’re on! You’ve just been introduced as The Author visiting this school today. You look deep into the eyes of dozens
of children crowded on the floor of the multi-purpose room and before you begin to speak, you remind yourself of
why you are here:
1. To share your love of books.
2. To expand their minds.
3. To inspire them to read and write.
Believe in your own power. Trust that some of these young ones are about to be so impressed with you that they will
remember the experience vividly as adults.
For example Kelly Strodl, a Mission Viejo resident since childhood, still talks about the authors who came to her
elementary school. She remembers Louis Sachar, and the excitement his visit generated. He presented his book,
Sideways Stories From Wayside School.
“He made himself into a character from the book,” she says. This was an author willing to go the extra mile to make
his book come alive! “The stories are strange. That made us feel that here is someone who understood how weird
school could be.”
Kelly adds, “It attached a physical presence to the book. Suddenly it was not just a bunch of papers with a nice spine
in a bookstore, along with thousands of other books.”
Perhaps Kelly’s most passionate statement is that “It created a sense of ownership to meet the person who wrote the
words that became the book.” She could never forget the “experience of the physical person being there—existing
in the same space with you.”
Kelly grew up to be a reporter for the Huntington Beach Independent, and has now moved to the Daily Pilot. Last year
she reported on the Huntington Beach Annual Authors Festival, interviewing authors, who thus became real not
only for the students at the schools they visited, but for her whole community.
The seeds you plant can grow to be trees that provide shade to many. 2
If you wish to receive hard copies of Kite Tales by snail mail, please use this form to pay for them.
[ ] I would like to subscribe to Kite Tales.
[ ] I am renewing my subscription.
Name:____________________________________________________________________________________
Street:____________________________________________________________________________________
City:______________________________________________________________________________________
State/Zip:_ ________________________________________________________________________________
County:___________________________________________________________________________________
Phone:____________________________________________________________________________________
Email:_____________________________________________________________________________________
Check the category that applies: [ ] Writer [ ] Illustrator [ ] Both
Subscription Fee/Amount of Check: [ ] $18.00
Make checks payable to: SCBWI-Los Angeles
Mail to: SCBWI-Los Angeles, c/o Mary Peterson, 1625 Redcliff Street, Los Angeles, CA 90026

Kite Tales
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___________Writing Connections_____________________

esola@adelphia.net

Kite Tales

www.editorialservicesofLA.com
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___________Writing Connections_____________________
Writer’s Ink

Present Perfect
Writing and Editorial Services

Judith Ross Enderle & Stephanie Jacob Gordon
CRITIQUE BY MAIL
www.writersinkville.com

Specializing in:
! Grammar and punctuation
! Verse rhyme and scansion
! Dramatic structure

$5.00 per page, minimum charge $60.00
Second critique of same manuscript half price

Detailed critiques
$4.50 per page
$45.00 minimum
Discounts above 20 pages

Evelyn Hughes

judink@aol.com
“We can’t guarantee a sale,
we can guarantee a tighter manuscript.”

Phone/fax (562) 433-5554
PrsPerfect@aol.com

Macintosh Support
Jason L. Levine
Macintosh expert since 1984
Telephone: 818.346.1684
Email: info@ltlgems.com
www.ltlgems.com
Ask about Word or Appleworks Manuscript Templates
Certiﬁed Member Apple Consultants Network

To Place an ad in Kite Tales:
Contact Bonnie Ferron at
bonnieferron@earthlink.net
n Ads must be submitted in pdf or jpg. format
n 300dpi preferred n black & white or color O.K.
n Link to your website at no extra charge
n Ad costs are for one calendar year (4 issues)
as follows...

Writing Connections Disclaimer:
Kite Tales accepts members’ ads for writing and
illustrating businesses and activities. An ad in Kite Tales
does not imply endorsement by SCBWI, and members
are reminded to request brochures or additional
information from advertisers. We retain the right to
refuse and to suspend ads.

Kite Tales

q business card size : 3.5” wide x 2 tall” = $30
q 1/4 page: 3.5” wide x 3.75” tall = $60
q 1/2 page : 7” wide x 3.75” tall = $90
q Full page: 7” wide x 8” tall = $120
q Make checks payable to SCBWI-L.A.
mail to: Kite Tales c/o SCBWI
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308
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Make Way
for SCBWI-L.A.’s
Writer’s Day!
Want to know what it takes to write a good fantasy? How about crafting a terrific biography? Have you ever wanted
to write an easy reader? How do you find the perfect editor for your project? What’s really involved on the journey to
publication? And after your manuscript is accepted, what do you need to know about your contract? These are only
some of the questions that will be answered at this year’s Writer’s Day.

Speakers
day
Satur ,‘08
12
April. to 5 p.m. ol

Vice-President and Editor-at-large
Patricia Lee Gauch, Philomel Books
Fantasy author Gail Carson Levine

8 a.m urn Scho
bo
CA
Clair Gabriel,
n
a
S

Biographer Elizabeth Partridge
Easy reader author Erica Silverman

New Authors Panel:

Cecil Castellucci (The Plain Janes),
Caroline Hatton (The Night Olympic Team),
Sally Jones Rogan (The Daring Adventures of Penhaligon Brush)

o Member $80
o Non-Member $90
o Join SCBWI today $155
o ($75 membership plus

Professional Forum & Main Session

speaker Mary Flower, a New York attorney specializing in
children’s publishing, on Contract Negotiation

$80 Writer’s Day)

o Lunch included
o Look for registration

o Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award
o Scholarship Contest winner announcement
o Contests o And much much more!

form and details at scbwisocal.org

Come join us!
Kite Tales
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